
supplied:
	 1	x	Motor	mount	with	belt

1	x	Thumb	screw	for	motor	mount
1	x	Large	pulley
4	x	m3	button	head	crews

instructions:
	 Screw the large pulley onto the black disc on 

the side of the Jib.  Attach the motor mount by 
placing the rubber timing belt over the large 
pulley.  Secure with the screw and pull down to 
attain tension.

Balance well.  When using motor, tighten the 
front screws to prevent the crane from moving 
back on itself which causes the erratic movement 
in shoot-move-shoot mode.



Assembly Guide

1. Screw large pulley onto the 
black disc on the side of the Jib.

2. Place the timing belt over the 
large pulley.

3. Attach with thumb screw. 4. Pull down to attain tension and 
fasten tight to secure.

Using in motorised mode

Loosen the hand screws at the front and balance the crane well.

Attach the Motor Mount as in the instructions above. There needs to be 
a fair bit of resistance from the jib when in motorised mode.  Tighten 
the front screws to prevent the crane from moving back on itself which 
causes the erratic movement in shoot-move-shoot mode.



1. Attach the tripod legs to the 
bottom via the centre 3/8 thread

2. Attach the jib to the top

3. Mount onto the plate on front 
of jib for camera tilt

4. Mount onto the plate under-
neath for camera pan

Mounting multiple axis w/ the Pan/Tilt Rotary Units

Please only use the cables that come with the Pan/Tilt Units when plug-
ging directly in.  You can use the adapter and extension cable to attach 
to the NMX when mounting a Pan/Tilt Unit to the front of the Jib.

For instruction on using the NMX Controller please go tot he 
URL here - http://support.dynamicperception.com/hc/en-us/sec-
tions/200559989-NMX-Stepper-Motion-Controller

There are two grey locks on the panning head.  One is to lock the arca 
swiss plate, the other is to lock the panning unit itself.  Clockwise to 
tighten.


